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About This Game

Someone can think that one man can’t win a war. During the game you will see the opposite.
You have to confront hordes of enemy infantry and military equipment. Advance your cannon

to stand a siege. For fallen soldiers receive munificent reward which you can spend on
powerful weapons. Fight in any weather for your home. It's time to show them who is the

real hero of the war!

Key features:
* Arsenal of powerful weapons to fight enemies!

* The opportunity to upgrade your gun directly during the game!
* Change of locations will not let you get bored!

* Difficult bosses - try to kill them!
* Atmospheric music!
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After playing Hidden Folks I was in the mood for more hidden object games in that vein, and Under Leaves mostly delivers in
that aspect albeit in a much simpler way. The game is relaxing and lovely, with a charming picturebook art style and ambient
soundtrack. However, don't go in to this game looking for a challenge--while it does get a little trickier in the later levels, it will
not take long to go through the game, and what you see is what you get as there are no interactive areas or puzzles to solve.
Sometimes, however, short and simple is all you want!. Plagued with technical problems as many Steam users report "Fatal
Errors" on launching due to the hamfisted way the developers hook into the Steam DRM API, Solar Flux must be some pretty
good game to go through all the efforts of troubleshooting the launcher (because the developers don't bother with testing).

Once you get past the technical hurdles, you'll be disappointed to discover yet another tablet game has been ported to PC.

Graphics are simple 2D graphics - we should be thankful the developer at least put in enough effort to make it more than a retro
pixel game, but they didn't bother much more than that.

Gamplay is disappointingly simple as you would expect from a tablet game. A lame physics engine no more advanced than
Asteroids from last century, this "puzzler" has you moving around and interacting with gravity wells to collect some blips before
they blow up other blips. This isn't particularly more interesting than Asteroids.

There's no compelling reason to buy this game. The whole thing could be done in HTML5. It's a desperate money grab from a
low rate developer to squeeze some money out of porting a tablet game to PC. The launcher bugs should be warning enough to
anyone.. I wanted to re-write my old review. But summarize it. So, here goes.

it's a pretty gross, and disturbing game. The game lacks... well, the game play experience of playing a good game.

I'd also like to state, this is just my opinion. Some people may enjoy the experience this game has to offer, but I personally do
not. If you're planning on getting this game, don't take this post as a "You should definitely not get it." because as I said, this is
my opinion. If you're planning on getting this game, just watch some YouTube videos on it, you might even see what I mean by
what I said, and understand my reasoning even more.. Pessismistic and fuming, Little Red Lie is less an arc and more a pulse
check on a flatline.

If you're frustrated, Little Red Lie will speak to you. If you're not, it might elucidate the way that a significant % of your
neighbors and friends feel.. If you like Alternative RPGs, this is a greeeeaaat one, as good as puzzle quest 1, different though.
cool game,.. What I have to say is to long really, so ill leave it at this. Crap starting out. Once you learn to play (no tutorial in
game use youtube) it can be pretty fun. And please to the Devs, add a few tutorials for main game play and one that explains
how signals work.

If you don't mind looking up totorials on youtube, and have a fair ammount of time to play (and a good attention span), this
game is pretty good.. The best Anno and one of the best resource management games you will ever play.. This is a dead game. I
do not recommend buying this - even at 99 cents. What's the point, since it's multiplayer? The Developer's previous product,
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CastleMiner Z, appears to still be going.. Really worried about this game. Was so hyped for a tennis game since a long time, but
this game is just far from finished, also seems the game is capped at 60 fps (and that for a tennis game that has a fast moving
ball).

Although history prooves many developeers just leave their game after they cashed in. Welcome to the new game era :(.

Although I hope this games ends up like Wreckfest. From a bad game to a top game.

NO FOR NOW.
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I'm slightly confused why they only included a BR Blue livery for this unit, when four of these were combined into a 8DIG unit
in '92 from what i've read. Regardless, the sounds aren't good and the train itself is a rehash of the 421 with a buffet car instead
of a TSO, but it's something.

8\/17

. Gives me that "disco" vibe. Also, it reminds me of Red Faction.. I recommend this game as it is really fun to play. It utilizes
the logic that most people have and if you are short on that, its still fun!. Nice Game !!!. This game came out of nowhere, I
never heard of a single thing about it nor anything else and last night I saw under new releases, ghostlords.

It looked up my alley, I love it already. I beat one campaign, I won't spoil who or what you had to do. But I imagine it was the
easiest of them all, because it offered the most healing stations along the way a majority of which being free.

In GhostLords you play as one of several Ghost Lords of your own choice, the world basically got raptured as in everybody died
but their spirits didn't go anywhere, if anything it just made them evolve in terms of spiritual stuff. There is only about a chunk
of the population left, and the story\/stories take place a good while after things have calmed down.

Basically ghosts roam the lands, but ghost lords have a talent that most don't. You can link your soul to not only one, but three
ghosts. Of varying elements and strengths, that can know up to only four moves when they learn a new one one move has to be
replaced, and they can have their stats improved via leveling up by your choice of what they get.

Before ya go saying it's like pokemon, it kind of is but I've been in entire runs (that I did lose.) Where I had to fight straight up
the same element with the same element, and I would come out on top because I trained properly and had gotten good relics.
Basically exploiting enemy weaknesses is nice, and helps. But it's doable without it. To put it bluntly, it is like pokemon, but
with actual battle animations instead of still sprites.

Speaking of relics those things are life savers, you can buy them or some ghosts outright offer them to you (or offer to sell them
to you for cheap) in the playthroughs. They all are useful, I found myself stalling for quite some time wonderin which relic to
replace with another.

The game has plenty of places to explore during each campaign, you get a nice description of each location and get a good feel
for how bad of a position it was left in after the rending. They do make things easy for you to travel, with flags describing what
is going to be there when you go there. Red = Unknown, Green = Heal, Magenta = wild ghost, Orange = merchant, Yellow =
Quest.

I apologize for rambling on, this game is a lot of fun, for the price its perfect. There is a lot of humor to be had in it, as well. I
found myself laughing far too hard at some things, like the pugs. Or some of the dialogue exchanges that went down, that always
got me off guard.

One last thing before I go, you can pick what ghost you start with each new campaign. And when you tame new ones you unlock
them for the same purpose (I believe? It's confusing.) Who's my favorite ghost you may ask?

Inky the AquaGeist.
I recommend the game FULLY. Support this developer, these types of devs deserve support. Not the ones that make purposely
bad simulators, which frankly has gotten ridiculous in the last few years.
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